Describing the cardiac components--attitudinally appropriate nomenclature.
One of the first principles taught to medical students when they begin their study of human anatomy is that all structures within the body should be described as seen in the anatomical position. In this position, the subject is standing upright and facing the observer. The observer then views left-sided structures to the right hand and right-sided structures to the left hand. Those entities closest to the head are said to be superior, while those closest to the feet are considered to be inferior. And structures within the chest adjacent to the sternum are appropriately described as being anterior, with those adjacent to the spine properly being considered to be posterior. These conventions have been obeyed over the centuries for all organs except the heart. For reasons that are not clear, cardiac structures are described as though the heart has been removed from the thorax and positioned on its apex. This leads to unfortunate descriptions, such as the artery coursing through the middle of the diaphragmatic surface of the heart, blockage of which produces inferior infarction, being said to be posterior and descending. In reality, it is inferior and interventricular. The advent of three-dimensional techniques for imaging, such as computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, now demonstrates in unequivocal fashion the spurious natures of such descriptions, which extend also to the leaflets and papillary muscles of the atrioventricular valves. It is surely now incumbent on human anatomists and cardiologists to describe structures within the heart as they are seen relative to the thorax, in other words to do no more than follow a basic rule of human anatomy and use attitudinally appropriate terms. Whether clinical cardiologists will adopt such a logical approach is moot, but adoption will surely facilitate understanding for the future generations? This article is part of a JCTR special issue on Cardiac Anatomy.